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SIMULATE
sessions of different

committees in the United
Nations

What is MUN?

ADVOCATE
for the interests of a
country you've been
assigned to represent

COOPERATE
with other countries'

delegates to find solutions
to global issues



Topic
ex. The right

to food

Logistics
You'll be assigned a:

Character
ex. A country, like

Canada, or a
person, like a

Minister of Trade

Commitee
ex. UNHRC



How to Prepare
RESEARCH YOUR COUNTRY'S STANCE.
The goal of MUN is to collaborate with your fellow delegates to produce a resolution that helps solve the issue at hand,
while staying true to your country's position. To prepare, spend time researching your country's stance on the topic.

TAILOR PREPARATION TO YOUR COMMITTEE TYPE.
It's also important to tailor your preparation based on your specific committee type. Be sure to review the learning
modules on our website (and linked below). Each module contains a combination of videos, infographics (like this one!),
slide decks, worksheets, and other resources. Click below to complete the modules.

Traditional
Committees

Hybrid
Committees

Specialized
Committees

Crisis
Committees

MUN 101

You can also visit https://munuc.org/conference/prep-resources/



Why is Model UN worth your time?
The best way we can explain why MUN is worth your time is to share why we, as college

students, are choosing to spend our time getting involved with MUNUC.

Model UN has been one the best
ways to reflect and think critically
about important decisions being

made in the world.

The research, negotiation, and advocacy
skills I've grown through MUN have helped

me in my classes and career, shaping me into
a stronger leader.

At its best, Model UN inspires hope in the future,
as it allows us as young people to work together to
workshop ideas to the challenging problems that

our current world leaders struggle to solve.

Through MUN, I've gotten to discuss the
issues I care about and craft solutions with

people who share my passion. I know my voice
matters here, and so does everyone else's.



What are the different types of committees?
You can be a delegate in a spectrum of different MUNUC committees.

Traditional

Hybrid

Specialized

Crisis

Mix of traditional and crisis elements

Special mechanics

Both frontroom (speeches) and backroom (writing notes) elements

The next few slides provide an overview of
these committee types, but check out our
training modules for each type to learn

how you can best prepare for the
conference.



Traditional Committees

Traditional committees simulate
bodies seeking to solve a single issue

by writing a resolution. They generally
(but not always) focus on present-day
issues and address them through well-

researched, negotiated solutions.

Delegates represent countries
and should consider the

issues of a committee from
the perspective of these

countries.

These are typically some of
the larger committees at a

MUN conference, often
involving several hundred

delegates.



Traditional Committees
General Assemblies

Committees focusing specifically on economic,
social and environmental issues. Sizes range from

medium (50-100 delegates) to large (100+ delegates).

Typically the largest
MUNUC committees (150-
300 delegates) and cover a

broad range of issues.
 

There are 6 main GA
committees:

Delegates represent countries in specific region.
Typically small (15-50 delegates) committees. Some are

traditional; others have crisis elements.

1. Disarmament & International Security
2. Economic & Financial
3. Social, Humanitarian & Cultural
4. Special Political & Decolonization
5. Administrative & Budgetary
6. Legal

Ex: UN Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), UN Human
Rights Council (UNHRC), and the UN Development Programme (UNDP).

Ex: Arab League, African Union, and Organization of
American States.

Economic and Social Councils

Regional Bodies (some)



Crisis Committees

Crisis committees simulate rapid-responses to urgent issues by smaller bodies like
cabinets, campaigns, corporate boards, and more.

Delegates represent
individuals rather than

countries.

Instead of representing the entire nation of
Uzbekistan on the World Health Organization, a
delegate may be representing Uzbekistan’s Chief

of the Air Force on a simulated Cabinet of
Uzbekistan from 1991.

How Crisis Differs From Traditional Committees

Delegates pass multiple
directives and write crisis

notes.

 Instead of writing a single resolution, crisis delegates pass
shorter directives on many issues. Delegates advance their
personal agenda by writing crisis notes. Crisis committees

are typically the smallest, with about 25 delegates.

Ex. Catherine the Great's Advisors, 1762



Specialized Committees

These committees are
“specialized” in their topic areas.

and have a narrow scope that
delegates focus in on.

 
Ex. International Olympic

Committee

Each specialized committee
has its own special

mechanics that make it
unique - which is why these
committees are difficult to

generalize.

An example of a special
mechanic could be adding

an election in a Presidential
Cabinet commitee.

 
Another example of a special

mechanic is a mock trial.

Special Mechanics Ex. An ElectionNarrow Focus



Hybrid Committees

Hybrid committees
blend different
mechanics from

traditional committees
and crisis committees.

Unlike traditional committees, which typically
dive deep into one topic, hybrids generally

focus on many different issues in a given time
period over the course of the conference. 

 

Ex. Creation of Singapore, 1965 and
Parliament of Eswatini, 1966

Each hybrid may use a different combination of crisis
elements. However, potential crisis elements could include:

Crisis Notes Directives

Delegates use these elements to advance their personal
agendas or committee goals. 

Hybrid committees vary greatly in size,
from just over 20 delegates to around 50

delegates.



MUNUC Tips & Tricks

1 Strike a balance. Express your own ideas and opinions during the conference,
but try to ensure that other delegates' voices are also heard.

2 Get to know your country well. Understand your country's position on the
topic. Learn about past actions your country has taken and their goals for the
future.

3 Consider potential partnerships. Research your country's relationship with
other countries, identifying which countries have similar stances to the one
you represent. This will help you develop a game plan for who you may want
to partner with during conference.


